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ORDER OF REEMPLOYMENT ASSISTANCE APPEALS COMMISSION

This case comes before the Commission for disposition of the claimant's appeal
pursuant to Section 443.151(4)(c), Florida Statutes, of a referee's decision holding
the claimant disqualified from receipt of benefits.
Pursuant to the appeal filed in this case, the Reemployment Assistance
Appeals Commission has conducted a complete review of the evidentiary hearing
record and decision of the appeals referee. See §443.151(4)(c), Fla. Stat. By law, the
Commission’s review is limited to those matters that were presented to the referee
and are contained in the official record.
Procedural error requires this case to be remanded for further proceedings;
accordingly, the Commission does not now address the issue of whether the claimant
is eligible/qualified for benefits.
The referee made the following findings of fact:
The claimant was hired on July 21, 2010, and was separated on
March 19, 2013. The [employer] employed the claimant as a fulltime Sales Associate. There was continuing work available to him.
The claimant became dissatisfied with his work schedule and with
the amount of money he was making. The claimant, a white man,
became convinced that he was being discriminated against by his
black supervisor. He abandoned the job after working a shift on
February 22, 2013. He did not respond to phone calls made to him
on February 25, 26, and 28, and March 1, nor did he respond to a
Certified Letter addressed to him at his address of record.
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Based on these findings, the referee held the claimant voluntarily left work
without good cause attributable to the employing unit. Upon review of the record
and the arguments on appeal, the Commission concludes the record was not
sufficiently developed; consequently, the case must be remanded.
Section 443.101(1), Florida Statutes, provides that an individual shall be
disqualified from receipt of benefits for voluntarily leaving work without good cause
attributable to the employing unit. Good cause is such cause as "would reasonably
impel the average able-bodied qualified worker to give up his or her employment."
Uniweld Products, Inc. v. Industrial Relations Commission, 277 So. 2d 827 (Fla. 4th
DCA 1973).
The referee concluded the claimant in this case quit due to dissatisfaction with
his working conditions. The referee held the claimant quit without good cause
attributable to the employer. While the referee found that the claimant was
dissatisfied in part with “the amount of money he was making,” the referee did not
specifically address the claimant’s testimony that in his last two or three checks, he
was only paid approximately $400 for 80 hours of work. It is not clear whether he
was referring to the gross or net pay he received.
Minimum wage and overtime issues are governed by the Fair Labor Standards
Act (FLSA), 29 U.S.C. §201 et seq., as well as the Florida Minimum Wage Act
(“FMWA”), Section 448.110, Florida Statutes. “The FLSA provides that ‘every
employer shall pay to each of his employees who in any workweek is engaged in
commerce or in the production of goods for commerce, or is employed in an
enterprise engaged in commerce or in the production of goods for commerce,
[minimum] wages’ during each applicable pay period.” Martinez v. Ford Midway
Mall Inc., 59 So. 3d 168, 172 (Fla. 3d DCA 2011) (quoting 29 U.S.C. §206 (2009)). “It
is unlawful for an employer to not pay an employee at least a minimum wage for
every hour worked during the applicable pay period.” Id. (citing 29 U.S.C. §215(2)
(2009)). As such, an employer is statutorily on notice that it must pay an employee
at least the minimum wage for each hour of service performed, unless the employee
or employer is exempt. When an employee’s basic compensation structure violates
the minimum wage or overtime requirements of the FLSA, the employee has good
cause to quit attributable to the employer. Martinez, Id. at 174. While a claimant
generally must make a reasonable effort to address wage issues with the employer
prior to quitting, Lawnco Services, Inc. v. Unemployment Appeals Commission, 946
So. 2d 586 (Fla. 4th DCA 2006), the employee is never required to accept a basic
compensation structure that clearly and facially violates the FLSA or FMWA.
Because the referee did not develop the record or analyze these issues, the case is
remanded for further consideration by the referee, including the conducting of a
supplemental hearing.
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On remand, the referee must first determine whether the claimant’s
employment was “covered” by the FLSA. Lawnco, supra at 589. FLSA coverage can
be established by one of two methods. First, “enterprise” coverage applies to all
employees of a business engaged in commerce that has annual revenue of $500,000
or more. 29 U.S.C. §203(s)(1)(A). Second, even if the employer is not covered as an
enterprise, employees who are engaged in “commerce or the production of goods for
commerce” are covered. 29 U.S.C. §§206(a)(l) & 207(a). We note that the employer
in this case is a large national retailer. The form 10-K filed by [the parent company
of the employer], shows total revenues for fiscal year 2012 of over $39 billion. The
report also shows that [the unit that appears to include the employer’s stores] in the
U.S., had revenues of almost $21 billion. The Commission further notes that the
description of claimant’s sales duties also suggests that he met the requirements of
individual coverage.1 However, if the employer contends that neither enterprise nor
individual coverage applies to the employee, it may offer evidence to that issue.
If it is established that an employee is “covered” by the FLSA, the employee is
presumptively entitled to both minimum wage (29 U.S.C. §206(a)) and overtime (29
U.S.C. §207) protections. However, the FLSA contains a number of exemptions for
various classes of employers or employees. The employer bears the burden of proof
to establish an exemption. Clements v. Serco, Inc., 530 F.3d 1224, 1227 (10th Cir.
2008). Exemptions are to be narrowly construed. A. H. Phillips, Inc. v. Walling, 324
U.S. 490, 493 (1945). Some exemptions apply to both the minimum wage and
overtime provisions (29 U.S.C. §213(a)); others apply only to the overtime
requirement (29 U.S.C. §213(b)). One additional overtime exemption that may be at
issue in this case is the “retail sales” exemption. 29 U.S.C. §207(i). This partial
exemption applies to employees who work for a retail or service establishment and
receive more than half of their compensation from commissions. However, to qualify
for this exemption, the employee must be paid at a base hourly rate of at least one
and one-half times the applicable federal minimum wage. See 29 C.F.R. §779.419(a).
The federal minimum wage in effect during the claimant’s period of employment
with this employer was $7.25 per hour. See 29 U.S.C. §206. Additionally, as
calculated and reported by the Department of Economic Opportunity, the hourly
minimum wage in Florida was $7.67 from January 1 through December 31, 2012,
and became $7.79 on January 1, 2013. See generally Section 448.110, Fla. Stat.
Unless the employer provides evidence that some FLSA exemption applies2, and that
it complied with the requirements of that exemption, the claimant was entitled to

For example, the U.S. Department of Labor has opined that the regular processing of credit card
transactions by an employee by itself establishes individual coverage. Assoc Solicitor Letter to
National Rest. Assoc. (March 30, 1990). See also Silk v. Albino, 2007 WL 853752 (M.D. Fla.
Mar. 19, 2007).
2 The FMWA specifically adopts the FLSA exemptions. §448.110(3), Fla. Stat.
1
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payment of at least the relevant Florida minimum wage, and, under the FLSA,
overtime based on that amount when applicable. When an employee is paid on a
pure commission basis, with no set draw or guarantee, the employer must ensure
that the claimant receives enough gross wages for each pay period so that his
compensation does not drop below these requirements.3
On remand, the referee is directed to develop the record further as necessary in
order to determine whether the claimant was paid in compliance with the law. Such
record development should include, but is not limited to, adducing testimony
regarding whether the employer considered the employee to not be covered under
the FLSA, and if so, the factual basis for that contention; the stated terms and
conditions of the claimant’s basic compensation structure and whether the claimant
was actually paid as provided in that agreement; and whether the employer
considered the claimant to be exempt, and if so, the specific exemption(s) and factual
basis for that exemption. The determination of whether an exemption is claimed
properly can be a complex inquiry which is outside the scope of reemployment
assistance hearings, and it is not necessary for the referee to make that
determination. However, the referee should develop the record sufficiently to
determine whether the employer at least had a good faith factual basis
for claiming the exemption. For these purposes, it is sufficient to adduce a basic
explanation by the employer as to why the class of jobs the claimant was employed
in was considered exempt, and the claimant’s response to the employer’s evidence.
In the event the claimant was not paid in compliance with the FLSA or FMWA,
the referee must determine whether this was due to an isolated payroll error or
whether the claimant was routinely paid less than minimum wage. If the referee
finds the claimant’s basic compensation structure was clearly and facially noncompliant, or that the claimant systematically worked hours for which he was not
properly compensated by the employer, then the claimant had good cause to leave
his employment attributable to the employer. If the referee finds that the claimant
was properly compensated for all hours worked, the referee may reinstate his prior
decision featuring appropriate findings regarding the claimant’s hours and wages. If
the referee finds the claimant was not properly compensated at times but that any
errors in compensation were not systematic, the referee shall determine whether the
errors were sufficiently common and significant that the average worker would have
felt impelled to leave his employment under the test in Uniweld Products, above.

For this reason, most employers provide a minimum guarantee or draw that will at least equal the
minimum wage that would have been earned, and any overtime if applicable.
3
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The referee must next determine if the claimant took appropriate steps to
preserve his employment, as provided in Lawnco. We note that it is not necessary
for the claimant to specifically raise the FLSA or FMWA to the employer, who is
charged with knowledge of the law. Instead, it is sufficient that the claimant made
the employer aware of his concern about his wages. If the claimant feels, for
example, that a specific paycheck is erroneous or that his pay is not being properly
calculated, he must bring that issue to the employer to give the employer an
opportunity to correct it.
Finally, the referee must determine why the claimant quit. While a violation of
the FLSA or FMWA may give a claimant good cause to quit, the referee must
determine whether this claimant was motivated, at least in part, to quit because of a
pay structure violating these laws. The referee has already determined that the
claimant quit (at least in part) due to his dissatisfaction with the work environment,
and this conclusion is supported by record evidence at least to the extent that it is
one of the factors the claimant relied on. On remand, the referee must decide
whether and to what extent the claimant’s concerns about compensation that was in
violation of the FLSA or FMWA were a motivating factor in the separation.4
In order to address the issues raised above, the referee’s decision is vacated
and the case is remanded. On remand, the referee is directed to develop the record
in greater detail and render a decision that contains accurate and specific findings of
fact concerning the events that led to the claimant’s separation from employment
and a proper analysis of those facts along with an appropriate credibility
determination made in accordance with Florida Administrative Code Rule 73B20.025. Any hearing convened subsequent to this order shall be deemed
supplemental, and all evidence currently in the record shall remain in the record.

We note that at one point the claimant appears to have testified that even if he was making the
money at the time of his resignation that he had originally, he would have probably left regardless
due to the work environment.
4
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The decision of the appeals referee is vacated and the case is remanded for
further proceedings.
It is so ordered.
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